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Letter from our chairman
Dear Dancing Friends,
I am writing this letter at the end of
th
our 50 Anniversary year. As well
as our usual dances and Day
School, we celebrated our birthday
with a splendid Golden Ball. I was
delighted to see so many of our
beginners attending and enjoying
the Ball as well as all our
experienced dancers and it is a
tribute to the Ball Committee that
everything went so smoothly. The
presence of two of the original
members of the Branch made the
occasion very special, as did the
presence of both the Lord
Lieutenant and Lord Mayor of
Bristol. The Lord Mayor and his
wife were even brave enough to
tackle the Eightsome Reel.
Another exciting development this
year has been the establishment of
closer links with Westbury Scottish
Club. Many of the original members
of the Branch were dancers with
Westbury Scottish Club and it
seemed fitting in this Anniversary
Year that we looked to developing
possible joint ventures. Many of our
members are also members of
Westbury Scottish Club so joint
ventures will be a meeting of
friends. I am pleased to say that we
are planning to join with Westbury
th
on Friday January 25 for a joint
Burns Night celebration so please
put the date in your diary.
Because of the Ball, we did not hold
our usual weekend away in 2012
but we are again planning an event
in March 2013. We will be returning
to Symonds Yat and we are
delighted that Gillian Jennings and
Alan Cottle have accepted our
invitation to be our daytime
teachers. We hope by holding this
close to Bristol that people who

can’t attend the whole weekend will
be able to join us for the Ceilidh on
Saturday night as last time.
This year, as last, we have had a
variety of teaching for both our main
class and the beginner’s group. We
now have even more trained
teachers in the Branch as Lynn,
Graham and Ros all passed their
teaching exams just before
Christmas. We are extremely
grateful to Barbara, Cheryl and
Peter in the main class, and Lynn
and Graham in the beginners’ class
for all their efforts this last year and
look forward to continuing dancing
with them next year. I would also
like to thank Andrew for his work
with the Beginners’ class earlier in
the year.
We have managed to keep the
costs of dances to a similar level as
previous years. We do not want to
reduce the number of people
attending dances by increasing
charges but we will need to keep
this under review as the costs of
bands is steadily rising. [We have
also decided to maintain our
charges at the same rate for
another year. Membership fee will
be £17 and the weekly class fee will
remain at £4 for members, £5 for
non-members – with reductions for
advance payments.]
Our display group continues to be
invited to events and anyone who
would like to be involved should
speak to Barbara Savill to find out
more. The group meets monthly on
a Monday evening usually at the
Church of the Good Shepherd,
Kings Drive, Bishopston, Bristol.
During the year we tried to
encourage more people to try
Scottish Dancing by putting on
some displays in Bristol as part of
Scottish Week. Although the group
enjoyed the experience, it did not
produce any more dancers. All the
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evidence is that word of mouth,
encouraging friends to come along,
is the best way to achieve this. So if
you have anyone who you think
might enjoy dancing with us, please
bring them along. We have a
thriving Branch – let’s keep it that
way. Here’s to the next 50 years!
See you in September.
Margaret Pinder
Chairman – Bristol Branch RSCDS

Margaret and Mary Prior
LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
It is July 2012 and I write this
newsletter gazing wistfully through
the window. It is ‘raining stair-rods’
outside and it seems like it has
been ever since I was born!!
Nevertheless as I contemplate the
year’s events I reflect on how lucky I
have been to experience another
wonderful dancing year with
RSCDS.
A trip to France (see Caroline’s
th
article) our magnificent 50
Anniversary Ball, a dancing trip to
Guernsey and more.
This will be my last newsletter as
publicity committee member and I
must say that I have thoroughly
enjoyed collecting the necessary
articles from our members and
much appreciate the help given to
me. My thanks must go also to
Barbara who has given me
enormous help (of a technical
nature) and who has contributed

much to the content of our
newsletters.
I very much look forward to reading
other letters in the future and
indeed making further contributions
myself.

Our guests looked wonderful too
with peacock men strutting their
stuff in formal regalia, escorting
their partners equally stunning in
their delightful gowns.

Kevin Savill
th

THE 50 ANNIVERSARY BALL
Last years newsletter left nobody in
any doubt that RSCDS Bristol had
something rather special to
celebrate, namely our 50th
Anniversary on the 10th March
2012. This was to be THE major
event in our 2012 calendar and
what a grand occasion it was!!
So came the Saturday and months
of preparation showed their worth.
Before the Ball even started
committee members and helpers
worked to allotted tasks and
ensured that proceedings ran
smoothly. A wonderful venue, the
Council House was decorated,
important guests were transported
and bodies were strategically
placed to receive other guests as
they arrived. The scene was set and
at 7pm precisely the fun began.
A buzz of excitement and
kaleidoscope of colour confronted
our guests as they were piped
through the huge entrance doors.

Bernice and Geoffrey Gollop with
John and Caroline
Our special guests, Mary Prior MBE
JP Lord Lieutenant of the County
and City of Bristol, Geoffrey Gollop
Lord Mayor of Bristol and Ruth
Beattie President of RSCDS and
Michael Jones President of
Westbury Scottish Club could not
fail to be impressed by the sense of
occasion and indeed they said as
much in their thank you letters.
Speeches, short and sweet but
complimentary were made by our
own Margaret Pinder, Mary Prior
and Geoffrey Gollop.
Mary Prior also read a letter from
the Queen (our patron) in response
to the Loyal Address sent by the
Branch

Please convey my warm thanks to
members of The Royal Scottish
Country Dance Society in Bristol for
their message of loyal greeting sent on
the occasion of the Ball which is
being held tonight to celebrate the
Branches 50th Anniversary.
As your Patron I much appreciate
your kind words and in return send
my best wishes to all concerned for a
most memorable and enjoyable event .
Signed Elizabeth R.

Bill Gass our piper played his
music, splendidly dressed in his
formal attire and raising levels of
expectation with his skirling pipes.
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Mary Prior and Peter Wright
After the Speeches our excellent
MC, Peter Wright summoned
guests to a Grand March to begin
the evening’s dancing.

The Grand March
There is nothing like an Eightsome
Reel to get people in the mood and
I was lucky enough to be dancing in
the same set as Geoffrey Gollop
He knew nothing about Scottish
Country Dancing but gamely played
his part. He clearly enjoyed being
‘flung about’ by our lovely young
ladies and even attempted a step or
two himself. At the end of the dance
he was exhausted but excited
enough to relish further dancing.
Events moved quickly and there
were too many people to recount
everyone’s experiences, but from
where I stood only happy faces
could be seen. Pre-ball rehearsals
ensured that people were familiar
with the dances and it showed!
Most, of course, were familiar with
favourites such as The
Montgomeries’ Rant and Pelorus
Jack, and we all loved dreaming to
The Dream Catcher. Breakdown of
sets rarely occurred and everyone
enjoyed their dancing. Craigellachie
our band were superb and their

music really set the mood to a room
that was full to capacity.
Our special guests much
appreciated the attention they
received and commented that they
felt very much part of proceedings.
As a respectable measure of their
enjoyment none of them made
excuses and left early. Even
Dorothy Bell (one of our founder
members and still a regular dancer)
insisted on dancing proudly, despite
her age.
The first half of our evening was
over in a trice and …was it really
9.30?

A chance to relax during supper
A much needed break in the
dancing followed with refreshments
being served. Delicious it was too,
produced to perfection by the
Council House caterers. Much
thought by Caroline and Lynn was
given to the menu and we were not
disappointed. During this time 180
people sat around beautifully
prepared tables and caught up on
gossip with old friends or new
acquaintances.

We planned to spend 45 minutes on
supper but approximately one hour
later and much refreshed, dancers
began their final effort to dance the
night away (or at least until 11-30)
beginning with ‘The Hazel Tree’ and
followed by a string of popular
dances and eventually finishing with
‘Mairi’s Wedding’.
There is no doubt about it, I thought
the evening was a happy and highly
successful event and so did others.
But the real proof of the pudding
was in the eating so I thought you
might like to read a few comments
made by others.
Mary Prior wrote: ‘We both enjoyed
the occasion immensely. There has
obviously been a huge amount of
work done to make the evening
such a success and indeed to make
the Council House look so beautiful.
Your members were all so friendly
and it was a pleasure to have the
opportunity of spending some time
speaking with them. It was clear to
me that it is a pursuit that is highly
beneficial to both mind and body’
Ruth Beattie wrote: ‘The Ball was a
wonderful success in every way and
everyone appeared to be enjoying it
very much. Please do give my
thanks too to the organising
committee for all their hard work
which had such a successful
outcome. Andrew’s decorations
were most effective and the supper
was delicious. It was a great
pleasure to meet the two founder
members. It is important not to
forget those who started it all off.’

Margaret, Ruth Beattie and founder
members Dorothy Bell and Rita
Porter cutting the cake

Philip Whitely, a member of the
RSCDS management board wrote:
‘I’d like to thank everybody involved
in the Bristol 50th Anniversary Ball
for a wonderful week-end. I was
really impressed by the dedication
of Bristol Branch in putting on such
a spectacular event. It really was a
week-end to remember. I would be
grateful if you could pass on my
regards to all.’
Pat Houghton wrote: ‘The Ball was
a great success and I hope you’re
very proud of your achievement.
You deserve to have a very restful
weekend to recuperate.’
Cheryl Ayers
‘It was
wonderful—thanks. Not a detail
missed. Perfect setting, room
layout, facilities, decorations, food,
drink, cake, music, formal ceremony
and fun. The whole event went like
clockwork. Timing of Grand March,
speeches brief and hitting right
notes, not feeling rushed into
dances but covering the
programme, enough time for a very
good meal and coffee. Lots of
Bristol helpers to make everyone
feel welcome and looked after. It all
added up to lots of happy people,
dancers and special guests and
they were very special too.’
And last but not least. Ian Muir and
Craigellachie
‘May I offer my
congratulations you and your
branch on what from where we
were sitting was a very successful
evening and an appropriate
anniversary celebration for your
Branch’

Ian Muir and Craigellachie

After supper Ruth Beattie (RSCDS
Chairman) gave a heartwarming
speech and invited founder
members Dorothy Bell and Rita
Porter to cut the cake (many thanks
to Patsy for her masterpiece.)
Dorothy, Rita, Barbara and George
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So there you have it from the
horses’ mouths but of course
significant events like this do not
just happen. They have to be made
to happen and much preparation
was required to ensure everything
ran smoothly. As soon as it was
decided to have Ball, willing

volunteers formed a sub-committee
to oversee the preparations

in preparing a beautiful cake
suitable for the occasion.

The Ball Committee

The Eightsome Reel
Kevin Clive Catriona Andrew,
Barbara Joan Lynn Caroline
Their instructions were to plan and
prepare for this event and to make it
memorable but cost effective. I think
most would agree that they
succeeded brilliantly. All the tickets
were sold, courtesy of and many
thanks to Graham.
.

Graham – the ticket secretary
Although everyone in the sub
committee played their part some
deserve extra recognition for their
contribution over and above the call
of duty. Andrew Smith for instance
designed and prepared the tickets.
He also made a major contribution
to the decoration of the hall bringing
to bear all his experience gleaned
from past festivities. I think it can be
safely said that the hall decorations
formed the backdrop to a wonderful
festive atmosphere. Clive Robinson
also deserves a special mention for
his unstinting efforts and willingness
to shoulder more than his share of
the workload. He also chaired
meetings and ensured that
appropriate action was taken.
Barbara & Joan put much thought
into preparation of the dance
programme. Outside the committee
Patsy spent a lot of time and effort

Many venues were considered
before deciding on Bristol’s own
Council House. It had to be central,
take approximately 150 people, with
parking nearby, be cost effective
and yet grand enough to host a
Ball. Catering facilities were
appraised and a suitable menu for
refreshments selected. Lynn
arranged for flowers to be provided
by Clive’s florist sister in law.
Summer 2010 was when a decision
was made to hold a ball which may
seem a long time to plan something
but it did mean that things were
carefully considered with plenty of
time to iron out problems.
Dignitaries had to be contacted in
good time as were other people.
Pricing tickets was tricky with a fine
line between making them attractive
enough for most people whilst at
the same time covering our costs. In
the end a figure of £27 was decided
upon which proved enough to
attract most people and cover
nearly all our costs.
All in all a great job done to provide
a memorable evening.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Many people think that committee
meetings are frivolous affairs with
members enjoying hospitality at the
Machins whilst having a pleasant
chat. Well so they are but in
addition to enjoyable chats matters
important to the clubs future are
also discussed.
Among recent items are matters
relating to our perennial problem:
How to attract and retain new
members. Current methods include
local advertising and word of mouth
and this produces a steady trickle
which adds to or replaces existing
members. Increasingly, more
people find us on the ‘net’ and we
are constantly looking at ways to
improve in this area.

Catherine and John with a colourful
visitor !
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One proposition at a recent meeting
was to have a free first week for
new dancers with members being
encouraged to bring friends. We
would appreciate YOUR help on
this matter and your thoughts on

other ways to attract new members
bearing in mind that our club needs
a constant flow of new blood to stay
alive.

For “FRIENDSHIP, FITNESS &
FUN” - A ‘Taster’ Evening
– FREE ? Yes, FREE !!
Try
SCOTTISH COUNTRY DANCING
th

Thursday 6 September, 2012,
7.30 pm
St Monica Trust Main Hall, Cote
Lane, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol,
BS9 3UN
You are very welcome, with or
without a partner or friends. The
more the merrier!
No special requirements, but soft
shoes and loose-fitting clothes
are helpful.

Last year as part of DANCE
SCOTTISH week we danced in the
foyer of The Colston Hall and at
Cabot Circus to try to attract new
members

Dancing at The Colston Hall
ANDREW SMITH
Andrew Smith received the
Society’s Scroll of Honour at the
AGM in 2011.

Ruth Beattie presenting Andrew
with his Scroll

RSCDS Proposed Structure
Changes – a discussion paper
Some of you will know that during
my time on the Management Board
of the Society I was very much
involved with constitutional issues.
Since my term of office ended in
November 2010 I have been coopted on to the Constitution
Working Group of the Board to look
at proposals to change the
management structure of the
Society. Some of you may have
read the article by William Whyte,
the Society’s Treasurer, on page 6
of the April 2012 edition of the
‘Scottish Country Dancer’.
Currently the Society is an
unincorporated association of
members which is registered as a
Scottish charity. Its constitution
therefore has to satisfy the Office of
the Scottish Charity Regulator
(OSCR). The Trustees of the charity
are the members of the
Management Board, i.e. the
Chairman, the Chairman–Elect, the
Treasurer, the Management
Committee convenors and the
remaining ordinary elected
members.
The proposal, as I understand it, is
to change the Society, which would
still be a Scottish Charity, to a
“Company Limited by Guarantee
and not having a share capital”. The
revised Constitution would be more
complex and require approval not
only by OSCR but also by
Companies House. It would retain
the same Trustees, but for the
purposes of the Articles of
Association of the new Company (a
legal requirement) the Branches
would become the “Members”, and
you and I would become
“Supporters”. “Any person who
wishes to become a member must
follow any procedures relating to
membership as may be prescribed
by their relevant Branch from time
to time. Upon becoming a member
of a recognised Branch, the person
shall automatically become a
member of the Society.”[Lawyers’
draft clause 11]
The reason is that it is claimed to
be a prudent move in the present
litigious climate in order to protect
both the Society and more
particularly the Trustees if, say, a
claim of liability was made against
the Society in the event of
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bankruptcy. It appears that a lot of
similar charities are making this
move. Apparently the Society’s
liability would be legally limited to a
charge of £1.00 per member. We
have 172 Branches and so the
Society’s liability would be only
£172. [I am not sure how we could
enforce payment from overseas
branches outside our jurisdiction,
but that (and the fact that I think it is
amazing that this is legal) is another
matter.]
My concerns, which I wish to share
with you, as I believe that the matter
will be coming before the members
for discussion in the near future, are
as follows:
•

A significant sum has been
spent on legal advice. I am sure
that the lawyers have initiated
this proposed move. Surely if a
Trustee has been negligent or
has done something illegal they
would still be liable to due legal
process under either system?

•

The legal advice that each
branch could set its own terms
might take the status and
management of members out of
the hands of the Society.

•

At present we, the members,
are the main stakeholders,
being members of a branch by
virtue of being a member of the
Society, not vice versa. I firmly
believe that we should not
relinquish that status. In fact I
would like to see all the
members involved in playing a
part in the governance of the
Society. With modern
communications this should not
be difficult.

•

In some parts of the world there
are members who already see
the Society subscription as a
capitation imposed by HQ, and
clearly resent it as a charge on
their branch. The proposed
change would, in my view,
reinforce that impression. I think
it is fair to say that the Society
would find it very difficult to
continue to function effectively if
there was a significant fall in
membership subscriptions.

•

The branches, whom William
describes as “the main
stakeholders of the Society” will
thus be intimately bound up in
the governance of the Society.

The current situation is that the
branches are autonomous Local
Associations of Members of the
Society, using the Society name
and logo under licence. This
was established some years
ago following legal advice. Any
liabilities incurred by a branch
could not then be attached to
the Society in the event of the
branch failing to meet its
obligations. Otherwise, in the
case of a major branch being
involved, the result might have
been devastating for the
Society. Also I believe that the
earlier structure was such that
HM Revenue was expecting
consolidated accounts from the
Society and the branches,
seeing them as a legal entity.
The present proposal therefore
appears to fail to address these
issues.
•

If the branches become the
“Members”, they would not be of
equal status because, as at
present, the larger the branch
the more votes it would have.
When I was proposing
‘Associate Members’ for the
Branches I was fairly cried down
on the grounds that it would
make the Society into a “two-tier
society”. It already is insofar as
HQ members are not
represented at the AGM. If the
proposed “Members” carry
votes in proportion to their size it
will surely become a multi-tiered
Society.

•

The question of the status of
Headquarters Members does
not seem to have been
addressed at all.

Do not misunderstand me. The
branches are important as they
provide a focus for members in
each locality, and must necessarily
be, to a large extent, the public face
of the Society, but this does not
mean that they have to run the
Society. I see that as the
responsibility of us, the individual
members.
Andrew Smith
Clearly this needs careful thought
and your views would be
appreciated
Ed.

DISPLAY TEAM AT
BRECON

This year’s South Wales Festival of
Dance was to be held at Christ
College Brecon. Normally the event
is held outside but this year
atrocious weather forced the
dancers inside at a nearby
campsite. Trish Machin summarised
the day and I paraphrase: ‘English
campers arriving in Mid-Wales on
the wettest day of the year to do
Scottish Country dancing. It sounds
Irish to me!! ‘It really was the
wettest day imaginable but we all
happily participated. Bristol dancers
will be remembered for their
obvious enjoyment and smiling
faces. Alex Gray said we
represented what the festival was
all about and as a team of twelve
dancers we were very proud to
have six men.

Some dancers stayed in local
hotels, some drove home the same
night, whilst others, a hardy few,
chose to camp. Alan & Lesley
Cottle, from the luxury of their
caravan, were able to observe
Lorna & Graham, Clive & Lynn
enjoy a night under canvas in the
pouring rain!
EDITORS COMMENT
As most of you know Barbara runs
a demonstration team of people
prepared to dance either for fun or
on special occasions such as the
festival above. Our demonstration
team usually practise once a month
and give their time freely for ‘the
cause’. Incidentally so does
Barbara who spends a lot of time on
preparation and teaching. Our
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Monday Class is open to anybody
who would like to improve their
dancing and possibly take part in
displays. Increasing numbers of
people are participating
unsurprisingly since it is good fun
even though not everybody can
dance at every display.
However, enjoyable as the
evenings are, there are costs
involved such as hire of hall etc.
Although a small fee is usually
received for ‘dems‘it is felt that the
cost of classes should at least be
partially covered by a charge.
Accordingly it is proposed to re
instate a small charge at the
Monday Class which would help to
cover the cost of hall hire.
Kevin Savill
BRISTOL RESIDENTIAL
WEEKEND 2013
As you know we will be returning to
Symonds Yat in March where we
enjoyed the Branch get together in
2011. This weekend is open to all
Branch members and provides
opportunities to talk and socialise as
well as dance. As usual, we will
have dances, classes, a walk, a
ceilidh, food, drink and fun. You can
stay up late, go to bed early and
relax although we do ask you to
attend the morning classes.
The Paddocks Hotel is about an
hour’s drive from Bristol and
provides good basic
accommodation and food, and has
a large dance floor all for a very
reasonable price. It is also close
enough for members to join us for
an evening
The weekend wouldn’t be complete
without our ‘in house’ band Hugh
Ferguson and Dalriada who
contribute so much more than just
the music. We are very fortunate
that they are so willing to come
AGAIN.
Looking ahead to March 2014 we
would like you all to consider a
possible change in the
arrangements for the residential
weekend. This will only be acted
upon after discussion at our AGM.
It has been suggested that we go to
a 3* hotel in Dawlish, Devon which
is about a 90 minute drive from
Bristol
This hotel has very good facilities
(all rooms ensuite with TV etc) with

a swimming pool, snooker, table
tennis, spa treatments and
therapies. There is a spacious
‘premier’ ballroom, excellent food
and the staff are very obliging.
There is a bar area where we could
gather although we may not have
sole occupancy of the entire hotel
but would have exclusive use of the
ballroom and a bar area. The single
room supplement is very
reasonable.
We are well aware of rising costs
which affect us all. However this
would provide excellent value for
money if it is what YOU want.
For the whole weekend from Friday
evening up to and including Sunday
lunch and including tea/coffee x4
but excluding Saturday lunch.
Also including some live music, we
‘estimate’ that the cost would be in
the region of £200 per person.
Please start thinking about how
important various things are to you.
i.e.
• Do you want a residential
weekend?
• If YES, where would you
like to go?
• Classes….one, two or none
• Classes made optional
• Guest teacher or Bristol
class teacher
• Live music for class
• Live music for evening
dance, ceilidh
• Extra facilities available
• Reasonable single
supplement
Your 2013 weekend committee
David Anderson, Barbara and
Kevin Savill, Brian Machin and
Clive Robinson.
BUDE 2011
Marhamchurch Scottish Country
Dance Club held their 16th Annual
weekend last October.
Once again Dawn and her willing
happy helpers worked Very hard to
feed us with sumptuous lunches
and suppers and a Cornish Cream
Tea to die for. Some of us even got
time for a quick paddle in the sea to
revive our aching feet. This year
Friday & Saturday night we danced
to the fabulous music of Sandy
Nixon and his band, many encores
were played until our feet could

dance no more. Ruby & John
Wilkinson taught the class /
workshop and were accompanied
By Ken Martlew & Jim Laird on
piano. We brushed up on
technique, learnt some new dances
and had fun and laughter all
weekend. Many Bristol dancers
enjoy this weekend and over the
years have made many friends so
it’s very nice to meet again and
catch up with news and enjoy
Scottish Country Dancing.
Christina Attwood
OVERSEAS
Bristol RSCDS Wanderers have
another foreign fixture
Some of the Branch members who
attended the Bude weekend were
approached by attendees from
Guernsey to visit the island for their
th
annual ball on Saturday 14 April.
The offer of two dances, two meals,
a practice for the ball dances and
on the day after, an exhilarating cliff
top walk was too much to resist.
th

So, on the 12 April the Coles,
Dunns, Lords, Robinsons and
Savills met at Bristol Airport for the
1 hour flight to Guernsey. We were
joined on the island by the Cottles,
our most peripatetic members, who
had travelled by train, ferry and
Brompton power.
The plane was only half full but
obviously kilts in the forward
luggage hold disturbed the centre of
gravity of the aircraft resulting in
some of the party being banished to
the tail of the aircraft.
Our base for the weekend was a
hotel called the Wayside Cheer
about ½ mile from the dance venue,
a local school, and 100 yards from
the beach at Grandes Rocques
where some of us experienced a
cook it yourself meal, which cost
more than the professionally
cooked one!!
The band for the weekend was Ceol
Na H’Alba and we met some people
from places other than Guernsey
who we had previously met at Bude
plus contingents from Jersey and
Brittany.
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Open Air rest home ?
Friday morning and afternoon were
spent exploring some of the island,
buses cost £1 per journey;
maximum speed is 35mph, 25 max
in some areas, but very narrow
roads where the buses happily
bump on and off the pavements as
required. The evening dance was
talked through (and Alan had done
a quick walk through them all
beforehand) which made life very
relaxed and we were made to feel
very welcome. Saturday morning
was a ball practice walk through
followed by a ploughman’s lunch.
Later that afternoon Alan again
whisked us through those dances
that had not been done in the
morning. The evening ball, again
talked through, was light hearted
and had a champagne reception
and excellent buffet.

The Guernsey Ball

Waiting for the tide to come in
Sunday morning the walk included
a bit of the south coast cliff path
which taxed a few different muscles.
This was followed by a visit to and

buffet lunch at the home of two
Guernsey residents who had
previously been commercial flower
growers, so it also included a tour of
the garden and huge greenhouse.
Goodbyes were said to our newly
made friends and a return to our
hotel for another somewhat rowdy
meal before our own goodbyes and
return to Bristol for some and an
extra few days on the island for the
Cottles.

and waited and finally a busload
arrived – apparently one of them
had sent spurious texts saying
they’d be there any minute. They
ate their meal – they were joined by
a visitor called Caroline Yuill who is
living in France and wanted to see
them. Then they practised their
dances for a display on the
following morning at St. Marcellin.
Another chance to get rid of them –
rain!

It was a great weekend thoroughly
to be recommended.
Leonard Lord
FRANCE SEPTEMBER 2011
The village of St.Just de Claix in the
Vercors sits quietly in the late
summer sun. Just outside the
village, in the grounds of a farm, a
row of very pleasant gîtes called
Les Garennes, complete with
swimming pool and a small hall (la
salle) for entertainment,
contemplates the summer past.
Some visitors, but quiet it has been.
A very tranquil summer. But wait,
what is this? There are some
people arriving – they seem to know
the place; they are friendly with
Madame, the owner, and her family.
Sadly Monsieur is unwell and in
hospital, a worry for the family.
These new people have
instruments; a keyboard, an
accordion, a guitar. They are
moving into one of the gîtes.
There’s more – some are arriving in
a bright yellow open top car; doesn’t
look like it has power steering that
one. More and more, they move
into the gîtes. One couple has
brought a great big caravan and just
parked it there! What are they up
to? No, it’s not them again, is it?
Those pesky Scottish dancers with
their loud music, their dancing and
partying, laughing and
merrymaking, playing boules past
midnight? Oh no! How to get rid of
them? A flood, in one of the gîtes?
That’ll do it.
Didn’t work. That one they call
Lorna, the organiser, she set to and
sorted it out ready for the ones
arriving to move into. That evening
a meal was prepared by Lorna and
some others in a gîte. They had to
go inside because the weather was
cool and damp (ha!). They waited

The wet market place
The rain was duly laid on,
bucketfuls. All the people in the
marketplace setting out their games
and clubs, advertising for people to
join for the year ahead, packed up
and left. The display was moved
inside and took place in front of a
motley crowd in a large dusty barn
type room obviously used for
storage.

it turned out that one of the
spectators was English and knew
something of these people. Were
these dancers put off? No, sadly.
They had a glorious dinner and
played silly games with rocket
balloons and blowers to celebrate
the Ruby wedding anniversary of
Lorna and her husband Graham.
Then they went home for a
singsong – and probably alcoholic
drinks. They might not be invited
back to that restaurant though, after
that silliness. They are a noisy lot.
The rain having not defeated them,
they were obviously staying. The
gîtes heaved a sigh and decided to
put up with it. At least the
cornemuse player, Bill, practised
using only the chanter and saved
the full bloodcurdling sound for the
displays. They did three more
displays during the week – one in
St. Just itself where a local French
traditional folk dance group,
Sarreloups, joined them to show
them how it’s really done.

Traditional French Folk Dancers

Our first display. Not an ideal venue
The Mairie laid on a lunch of local
cheeses and meats. That was a
busy day for them as some went to
an old people’s hospital to dance
and play in the afternoon and in the
evening the group went to Pont en
Royans to dance in the open air in
the square. The rain dealt with that
plan though, pouring down on the
place outside the restaurant which
was to be used. So the dancing
went on in the restaurant, to the
bemusement of the staff and the
three or four other customers. The
staff were dragged in to dance and
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After that one, French hospitality
was shown with a magnificent
spread of food including local
cheeses (St. Marcellin and others)
provided by Monsieur le Maire who
is connected to a local cheese
factory and after the meal, tastes of
local liqueurs. Gifts were
exchanged; the group of gîte
dwellers tried chatting in French
(helped by the liqueurs!).

Unusual for Alan. He normally has
his feet firmly on the ground

The other displays were in St
Marcellin again - no rain that time,
and the final one in la Motte de
Galaure where the locals came out
in force to watch and support,
provide cakes and drinks and
admire the bright yellow car. Seems
there is a connection through a
twinning group with which the
yellow car owners are involved.

Len’s fan club
After that success another meal in a
restaurant in St. Vallier with
members of the French twinning
group – so again the speaking of
French had to be done. It’s good for
them. One of them, John, resorted
to drawing pictures to get his
message across – a cause of much
hilarity. Must have been Clive’s turn
to drive the magic bus that night,
not John’s.

Alan and Lesley inspire a new
recruit
On their days off and in-between
displays they went sightseeing in
the local area which has some
spectacular views as it is a
mountainous part of France, near
the winter ski resorts. They visited
local towns like Romans and others
in the valley, drove up precipitous
roads in the hills, they saw la Roche
qui Danse, they went to a liqueur
factory and on the recommendation
of the yellow car people, the magic
bus went to Tain l’Hermitage and its
sister town across the Rhône,

Tournon, where the hill to the folly
was climbed for a spectacular view.

The main attraction in Tain was the
Valrona chocolate factory and shop
and they did the shop justice,
tasting and quality testing all the
way round and coming out with
bags full of chocolate, drinking
chocolate – and free samples to
share over dinner! One day Lorna
played a trick on the magic bus
crew by sending them up to a high
point, the Col de Rousset, up where
the ski cable cars go, to look over
an amazing view of the valley way
below where Griffin vultures were
supposed to swoop; but the winds
were so strong there were no birds;
instead a danger of being swept off
the edge. Some of the bus men
climbed up another path up a
further hill and one, Frank; decided
the best way down the steep slope
was on his bottom. His wife was
not entirely pleased with the state of
his attire.
When they were at the gîtes they
amused themselves with swimming
and reading and ‘Sudoku’ (the Alan
one likes a fiendish version
apparently), some snoozing. They
chatted and cooked meals for
everyone to eat together. They
invited Madame and her family to a
barbeque and practised their
French some more. They had
dance practices and one group
taught some of the others how to do
a ‘rapper’ dance which involved
sharp swords – and they are
supposed to be friends!
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The very popular Rapper Team
The band played, a ceilidh was held
(the French family were invited) with
different acts to amuse each other;
a stoic Roger providing
entertainment even though he
wasn’t well. They sang; the guitarist
Bob has a fund of folk songs that
even the gîtes thought a treat to
hear.
And they played boule. Late at
night. In the dark. The band
master, Hugh, is a boule master
too. Teams were chosen, matches
held. Late. At night. In the dark.
There may have been alcohol
involved, again – or maybe they are
just mad.
The last day they were all sad to go.
It was the birthday of the tall one,
Clive. There were lovely local cakes
and a toast and then farewells. The
numbers dwindled. Just a few
stayed for a day or two more, then
left. Quiet and peace returned to the
gîtes.
Ah, thought the gîtes, at last, back
to normal; but then, actually, they
weren’t too bad. They had lots of
fun, they’re very friendly, they were
caring to Madame and mixed with
the locals; the music and dancing
isn’t too bad really considering it
isn’t French. It is rather quiet without
them, it’s nearly autumn. Wonder if
they’ll come back
sometime……………..
Caroline Dunn
THE DANCING DERMATOLOGIST
Not long after he took over the
responsibility for the newsletter,
Kevin asked if I would write
something. Jokingly I suggested
that I write about my job and its
relationship to dancing. To my
surprise, he said that would be fine.
He must have been feeling
desperate. Never one to turn down
a challenge, here is an attempt to
combine my two passions of skin
and Scottish country dancing.
As a dermatologist, I diagnose and
treat up to 2000 different skin
conditions. This does not include
cosmetic problems. Of course there
are some common skin diseases
like acne, eczema and psoriasis
and especially in this part of the
country, skin cancers. Skin

problems are often visible making
dermatologists a target for folk to
ask about skin troubles, often in
public. There is much more to it
than “a quick look” and any
consultation should take place in an
appropriate setting where records
can be kept so please don’t be
offended if I decline to give advice!
In any case, we should not mix
business and pleasure.
So what links can I find with
dancing?
Let’s look at normal, healthy skin.
Skin is not just an inert covering but
a very active organ, a very
important part of the body’s
defences. Skin is the largest organ
in the human body. It has an
amazing ability to withstand a lot of
punishment and repair itself, even
trauma such bruises from clumsy
partners. Not that there are any of
these in Bristol. Blisters are nature’s
way of protecting the skin from
repeated frictional stress. Repeated
impact on the heels can give a
black mark known as the “talon noir”
which can look rather like a
melanoma. If you find one, get it
checked out just in case. Similarly
repeated minor trauma can give rise
to a black mark under the nail, a
subungal haematoma.
Skin is waterproof. Imagine what
would happen if it was not. Taking a
bath or a shower after dancing
would make us absorb water like a
sponge and we would quickly
dehydrate in dry conditions.
Muscle activity such as dancing
generates heat. Without the skin,
we would overheat and other vital
organs would stop working. Skin
provides a major part of the cooling
system. Opening small blood
channels near the surface allows
heat to disperse from our red faces.
Sweating is a hugely important way
of keeping us cool and sweat is
produced in tiny glands in the skin.
When we dance, we stretch the
skin. Fortunately skin contains a lot
of elastic material and allows us that
freedom to move. This function is
less efficient as we get older which
contributes to wrinkles. Pity.

the joints and does not wear away
no matter how many reels you do in
one evening. As we age, however,
the thickening can be over-done
and hard skin can cause some
discomfort.

THE OLYMPIC OPTICIAN

Obviously dancing involves
touching each other. Without
meaning to put anyone off, it has to
be said that some skin infections
and infestations can be transmitted
by fairly brief skin to skin contact.
There are no reports in medical
journals of infections transmitted
this way so if you know of any, let
me know and we can write it up.
The vast majority of skin diseases
are not catching.
Skin disease can be fairly mild and
have little or no impact on quality of
life or ability to dance. However, at
its worst it can be serious and even
life-threatening. In between are
conditions which have considerable
impact on activities and limit the
sufferer’s ability to take part in
activities such as dancing. This can
be because of embarrassment and
the stigma attached to visible skin
problems, probably a “throw back”
to the past when many skin
abnormalities were thought to be
infections such as leprosy. Itching
is a very common symptom of skin
disease and is often made worse by
getting hot and sweaty. Psoriasis is
a very common skin problem which
is largely due to altered genes.
However skin damage and friction
can make it worse. Reaction to
shoe leather, glues and dyes can
occasionally cause a problem on
the feet. Fiddlers are at risk of skin
problems where the fiddle is in
contact with the neck and chin and
“fiddler’s neck” was first described
in the literature by Bristol
colleagues. Whether the stress
involved in remembering new
dances plays a part in skin
symptoms is a matter of conjecture.
My view is that the happiness
produced by dancing is good for the
body and mind.
Can anyone else have a go at
linking their job and Scottish country
dancing?
Maggie Kirkup

Skin protects us in lots of ways.
Think about your feet. The top layer
of the skin thickens to help cushion
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Ruth worked as a volunteer
optometrist during the Olympic
Games. She says "It was an
amazing experience, examining the
eyes of athletes from around the
world plus their coaches and other
team members. The Optometry
clinic was extremely busy, the hours
were long but everyone loved it, we
had state of the art equipment and
carried out eye examinations in
many different languages, with the
help of translators where
necessary. It was a huge privilege
to be in the Olympic Village where
the athletes feel at home - we were
not allowed to take photographs nor
ask for autographs so this meant
everyone was relaxed."
Ruth is now hoping to be able to
help at the Paralympics as well.
Ruth Davies

RSCDS HQ Events

Thursday Evening classes

RSCDS AGM Annual Conference
Weekend
2 - 4 November 2012
Aberdeen

Join us for fun nights of Scottish
Country Dancing on the following
dates:

RSCDS Winter School
24 February – 1 March 2013
Atholl Palace Hotel, Pitlochry
Spring Fling (for under 35s)
12-14 March 2013
Manchester
RSCDS Summer School
July – August 2013
St Andrews

Bristol Branch Events
New Season Dance
13 October 2012
St. Monica’s Trust,
Band: Scottish Measure
Branch AGM
25 October 2012
Day School
10 November 2012
Bradbury Hall, Henleaze, Bristol
Teacher: Helen Russell
Musician: George Meikle
Band: The Lothian Band
Burns Supper & Dance with
Westbury Scottish Club
25 January 2013
St Peter’s Henleaze
Band: Peter Russell and Jimmy
Coleman
Newcomers’ Dance
2 February 2013
Emerson’s Green
Band: Chris Dewhurst
Branch Weekend
8 - 10 March 2013
Paddocks Hotel, Symonds Yat West
Teachers: Gillian Jennings and Alan
Cottle
Band: Hugh Ferguson & Dalriada
Summer Dance
18 May 2013
St Monica’s Trust
Band: Hugh Ferguson and Dalriada

Thursday nights for all
7.30 – 10.00pm
Weekly sessions for beginners
7.30 – 9.30
The term dates for the year
6 September – 13 December 2012
3 January – 21 March 2013
11 April – 27 June 2013

Teachers 2012-2013

Peter Wright: 01761 462874
peterwri@mac.com
Barbara Savill: 0117 9622724
bdewinton@hotmail.co.uk
Cheryl Ayers : 0117 9590970
cheryl.ayers@blueyonder.co.uk
Graham Coles: 01275 854782
graham.coles@btinternet.com

Bristol Branch Committee
2012/13
Chair: (Retiring Oct’12)
Margaret Pinder: 01454 416778
Margaret.pinder@crumbly.plus.com
Chair Elect:
Ros Rawlings: 01225 319991
rmr@puffball.demn.co.uk
Secretary:
Patricia Machin: 0117 9623775
patricia.clemow@btopenworld.com

Treasurer:
Ruth Davies: 01179683057
ruthdavies@blueyonder.co.uk
Catering: (Retiring Oct.’12)
Lesley Cottle
cottlesontour@hotmail.co.uk
Membership Secretary:
David Anderson: 07774856272
orthopaedicmed@doctors.org.uk

Ticket Secretary:
Maggie Kirkup: 01934 838175
RandCM@btinternet.com
Publicity:
Kevin Savill (retiring Oct’12)
0117 9622724
downskev@blueyonder.co.uk

Lynn Robinson: 0117 9677073
lynn.rr@btinternet.com

A word from the editor

Useful Web links

Don’t forget our own website which
will help to keep you up-to-date with
the branch, classes and events.
RSCDS Bristol Branch
http://www.rscdsbristol.info
Webmaster: Peter Wright
Others sites which may be of
interest:
RSCDS Headquarters
http://www.rscds.org
Grand Chain
http://www.scottishdance.net/
Strathspey Server
http://www.strathspey.org/

Many thanks to many of you for
contributing to my last newsletter. I
look forward to seeing you all in
September.
Kevin
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